A new collaborative teaching and learning tool

Sage Catalyst provides unlimited, university-wide access to more than 750 premium social science textbooks with full curriculum coverage and brings discussion into content. The platform is designed to meet the demands of the hybrid classroom whilst increasing student engagement and collaboration and giving important insights on student behaviours.

Use Sage Catalyst to

• Provide equitable online access to premium Sage textbooks, removing barriers to learning
• Ensure full social science curriculum coverage, giving students what they need
• Curate a variety of learning materials, including uploaded multi-media resources, in just one place for a consistent and easy to use experience
• Increase student engagement and satisfaction, as resources are brought to life through collaboration
• Co-create knowledge by bringing conversation into course content so students learn from each other
• Shape course design and delivery using usage and engagement insights at student, resource, and class level

In addition to the premium social science textbook collection, universities subscribing to Sage Catalyst can also pick and choose add-on packages with around 50 titles each.

To request a demo, please visit learningresources.sagepub.com/catalyst